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Hologic ASR CFTR variant panel
• September 2015: notice received from Hologic to 

discontinue manufacture of ASR panel (44 variants)
• Hologic would only offer ACMG23 IVD product
• Iowa Newborn Screening Program (INSP) cystic 

fibrosis (CF) medical consultants desired greater 
variant content than ACMG23

• Additionally, South Dakota with M1101K variant in 
Hutterite population
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CFTR platform comparison
• INSP laboratory staff began comparisons of available 

CFTR platforms:
– Luminex
– Illumina
– ThermoFisher

• Variables considered:
– Panel content
– Workflow (TAT, etc)
– Cost
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CFTR platform comparison
• Luminex

– Flexible variant content
• 39 versus 60 versus custom
• M1101K in 39 and 60 panels

– Workflow
• Multiple steps
• Contamination risk

– Cost
• Competitive
• Flexible batching
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CFTR platform comparison
• Illumina

– Flexible variant content
• MiSeqDx 139 variant assay
• MiSeqDx clinical sequencing assay
• Informatics opportunities for data output

– Workflow
• TAT; need large batches

– Cost
• TAT, need large batches
• INSP averages 30 specimens

for CFTR testing each week 6



CFTR platform comparison
• ThermoFisher

– Flexible variant content
• Custom panels
• 96 and 384-well, TaqMan array card (384 well), and open array

– Workflow
• qPCR nearly identical to TREC
• Utilize liquid handlers and ViiA7 cyclers

– Cost
• Competitive
• Flexible format options 
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CFTR platform comparison
• Variables considered:

– Panel content
– Workflow
– Cost

• INSP elected to use the ThermoFisher platform
– Leverage existing infrastructure, workflow, and skillset
– Competitive cost
– Flexibility in panel content (not only CF) 
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Selection of CFTR Panel Content
• Initial panel constructed using multiple data sources:
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Data Sources n

1
Approximately 10 years of Hologic ASR testing (44 

variants + polyT status) 10,724

2
Confirmatory CFTR sequencing results for Iowa 

cases identified from 2006 forward 184

3
Sequencing QA exercise using Iowa NBS 
specimens received from 2009 to 2012 187

4
De-identifed sequencing results for NBS CF cases 

from S. Dakota from 1996 to 2015 78

5
Clinical case notes for confirmed positive cases for 

North Dakota from 2013 to 2016 34
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Selection of CFTR Panel Content
• Decision logic for initial panel:
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Decision Logic
1 Retain all ACMG23 variants

2
Using combined IA, SD, and ND allele data, sort variants by 
frequency identified in all 3 populations

3
Based on allele frequency, add those to the panel that have 
been identified more than once

4

If a variant was identified more than once, but has not been 
associated with disease in CFTR2, ClinVar, or HGVD 
databases, then exclude the variant

5
Add variants needed for interpretation; typically those within 10 
to 12 bp from variant previously added to panel

6
If a variant needed for interpretation was not identified in 10 
years of collated data, do not include

7

Remaining spots (n=2) filled with variants identified in 
population at least once with highest reported allele frequency 
in CFTR2



Selection of CFTR Panel Content

• CFTR NGS sequencing to inform panel content
– Retrospective study every 2 years

• Sequence CFTR in a total of approx. 200 specimens
– 100 positive from CFTR INSP panel

» INSP reflexes approx. 1500 specimens each year
» IA limited ethnic diversity
» Assume approx. 60 carriers each year

– 100 negative from CFTR INSP panel
» Potential variants not on INSP panel
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Selection of CFTR Panel Content

• CFTR NGS sequencing to inform panel content
– INSP/SHL has access to 2 NGS platforms

• Illumina MiSeq
– 139 variant or clinical sequencing assay

• ThermoFisher Ion S5
– CFTR AmpliSeq panel
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Selection of CFTR Panel Content
• Data collation/assessment from sequencing data
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Summary

• Use of NGS to inform CFTR genotyping panel on 
recurring basis

• CFTR panel sequencing provides INSP with NGS 
experience to inform future needs

• NGS is a powerful tool; use depends on lab needs
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